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Rémy 
and Armin Grassa 
 
DOMAINE TARIQUET IS NOW RUN BY THE FIFTH GENERATION, THE BROTHERS RÉMY AND 
ARMIN GRASSA, STILL BETWEEN WINES AND ARMAGNACS, WITH SUSTAINABILITY AS THEIR 
GUIDING PHILOSOPHY. 
By Frédérique Hermine 
 

“Today, the emergency is the climate.” 
 
“Young oak trees do not grow under old oak trees,” Yves Grassa said…. before leaving for 
Romania to grow cereals, leaving the company to his two sons Armin and Rémy, a month 
before the 2005 harvest. “My father has always thought that, when it comes to agriculture, 
every important decision requires fifteen years of work and that you have to make at least 
two in your lifetime,” Rémy stresses. The two brothers had already been part of the family 
estate for five to six years when they had to manage on their own, even though they can still 
call on their father to ask for advice or support their decisions. 
 
Today, Armin spends every day in the vineyards and oversees the harvest, while Rémy 
dedicates himself more to the management of human resources and commercial policies 
along with Ithier Bouchard, who joined the estate over fifteen years ago. The blends of the 
wines and Bas-Armagnacs are created with the input of oenologists. 
 
“My father and his sister Maïté, who was handling the administrative aspect and being an 
ambassador for Armagnac in France, had a rather all-out commercial and marketing 
approach, based more on interpersonal relationships. However, as the company grew, going 
from about fifty hectares in the 80s to 1 125 hectares today, it needed a clearer organisation, 
a proper sales strategy and to work on a coherent identity for the estate.” The Artaud-Grassa 
have always been builders and pioneers — the grandparents were the first in the region to 
have a tractor, a telephone, running water… They undoubtedly passed this thirst for 
innovation and development down to the following generations.  
 
“My father always wanted to constantly improve the quality of the wines, first for the 
Armagnacs, then, from the early 80s, for the new denomination “Côtes de Gascogne,” Rémy 
says. “He also worked a lot on living soils. We have focused on quality regularity with an 
obligation not only of means but also of results, and we are committed to restoring 
biodiversity, multiplying indicators of sustainable development and reducing our carbon 
footprint, because today, the emergency is the climate.” HVE, ISO 14001 and soon ISO 26000 
certified, the estate is thinking about new environmental actions with the Natural Spaces 
Conservatory of Occitanie (Conservatoire d’espaces naturals d’Occitanie). 


